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(feat. Iceberg Slimm)

[Bridge]
Kabhi aar kabhi paar laaga teer nazar 
Sayan ghayal kiya reh tune mora jigar
Kabhi aar kabhi paar laaga teer nazar
Sayan ghayal kiya reh tune mora jigar

[Verse 1]
Stand by here we go again 
Jus you let me wait let me know again 
Ain't nobody special girl I'm jus a friend 
I bet you cant recall my name 
I think about you everyday 
24/7 girl in every way 
Try to move on but what can I say 
No-one else can take your place 

[Chorus]
I guess I done this when I should have done that 
I tried to be smart but I want you so bad 
Have you ever needed what you've never ever had 
I jus cant get enough enough enough 
Jus when it looks like I'm gonna get close 
My lips mess up and my words don't flow
I jus cant wait till we freaking more frequently baby
Coz I cant get enough enough enough 

[Bridge]
Kabhi aar kabhi paar laaga teer nazar 
Sayan ghayal kiya reh tune mora jigar 
Kabhi aar kabhi paar laaga teer nazar
Sayan ghayal kiya reh tune mora jigar

[Verse 2]
Oh no I should have spoke up 
See whats goin on now I'm choke up 
Like I was sleeping and should have woke up 
I ain't gon' let it end like this 
Word of town says you broke up 
You been around and keep your hopes up 
I'll be around and baby know what 
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I'm bringing what you can't resist 

[Chorus] 
I guess I done this when I should have done that 
I tried to be smart but I want you so bad 

Have you ever needed what you've never ever had 
I jus cant get enough enough enough 
Jus when it looks like I'm gonna get close 
My lips mess up and my words don't flow
I jus cant wait till we freaking more frequently baby
Coz I cant get enough enough enough 

[Verse 3 - Iceberg Slimm]
Yo, come on
She pulled up in a blacked out BM
Ladies and gentlemen
Little miss thug in her baby pink timberland
Pretty plus and her scent
Mrs Dominican
Nikata baby check the ice like stella 
With 5 5 brown eyes smile like Jlo
Left thigh right thigh
Tight like west coast
Hello pretty mama
Caught you from the side of my eye
Ya feet are hurting coz u running my mind
Look
A lot of guys must be dropping you lines
So
S'get to the point not to be wasting your time
I think I love you here's my number
Baby give me a call
Not the others or my brother
Now we're steady for sure

Oh mere janeja, oh mere dhil ruba, oh mere pass ah,
kahe na jana Oh mere janeja, oh mere dhil ruba,
oh mere pass ah, kahe na jana

[Chorus]
I guess I done this when I should have done that 
I tried to be smart but I want you so bad 
Have you ever needed what you've never ever had 
I jus can't get enough enough enough 
Jus when it looks like I'm gonna get close 
My lips mess up and my words don't flow
I jus cant wait till we freaking more frequently baby
Coz I cant get enough enough enough 

[Singing till fade]
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